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My journey to where I am from where I started



Take-home messages from my journey

1. My perspective is grounded in the scientific method.



The Scientific Method

An empirical method of acquiring knowledge that 
involves development of an hypothesis, testing 
the hypothesis through various means (i.e. data 
collection) and then modifying the hypothesis on 
the basis of the outcomes of the tests (i.e. data 
analysis and interpretation).



Take-home messages from my journey

1. My perspective is grounded in the scientific method.

2. I am an “outsider” in the safety/quality/risk domain.

3. I understand process pathways.
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How I got into…



Clinical Learning Environment

A learning environment in a clinical context, that 
enables and supports work-based experiential 
placements for health professional and other 
learners.





Map-Enabled Experiential Review

= MEER



The first use of MEER



MEER improves indicators of patient harm
Adverse incident data from the hospital trial

A 34% statistically significant decrease in the incident rates of the two 
participating units relative to the rest of the hospital.







Healthcare and aviation: twins separated 
at birth

ü Adverse events in both sectors have the potential to result in 
loss of life.

ü Adverse events tend to reflect system-level issues, not 
individual-specific issues.

ü Both sectors require structured ongoing training for 
professionals.

ü Both systems have systems for reporting adverse events and 
near misses.
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CEO/General Manager

Frontline workforce
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What drives the back-to-front approach?

üA focus on compliance
üMisplaced faith in accreditation and performance 

indicators
ü Accreditation doesn’t guarantee fidelity of implementation
ü Indicators are not always an accurate reflection of service delivery
ü Indicator benchmarks can drive perverse behaviours



How
can

we
do

this better
?



x + y = z 





Not everything that is important can be 
measured by an indicator.

AND…

Not everything that can be measured by an 
indicator is important.



It’s about the frontline

Support

Facilitate

Enable

Validate



Potential hurdles

1. Managers may feel threatened by having to defer to staff 
below them in the organisation chart

2. Staff may be reluctant to engage





Potential hurdles

1. Managers may feel threatened by having to defer to staff 
below them in the organisation chart

2. Staff may be reluctant to engage
3. Workplans have no room for new activities
4. The prevailing attitude to risk management
5. The separation of “quality” from everyday work



“The definition of insanity
is doing the same thing over and over again, 

but expecting different results.”






